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The relative bipolarisation literature features examples of indices which depend on the median
of the distribution, including the renowned Foster-Wolfson index. This note shows that the
use of the median in the design and computation of relative bipolarisation indices is both
unnecessary and problematic. It is unnecessary because we can rely on existing well-behaved,
median-independent indices. It is problematic because, as the note shows, median-dependent
indices violate the basic transfer axioms of bipolarisation (defining spread and clustering prop-
erties), except when the median is unaffected by the transfers. The convenience of discarding
the median from index computations is further illustrated with the proposal of a corrected,
median-independent version of the Foster-Wolfson index which always fulfills the basic transfer
axioms.
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1 Introduction

Bipolarisation indices are well-known for their departure from traditional inequality mea-
surement in their treatment of progressive transfers. When these transfers involve one
member from the bottom half of the population coupled with a member from the top half,
then bipolarisation indices decrease, just as inequality indices do, thereby signalling a re-
duction in the spread between the two halves. Otherwise, if the transfer involves people
on the same side of the median, then bipolarisation indices increase, signalling clustering
away from the median. Meanwhile traditional inequality indices would decrease in the
face of the same type of transfer.

Save for the above similarities in their treatment of progressive transfers, bipolarisa-
tion indices differ in numerous ways among themselves and can be classified accordingly.
Depending on their sensitivity to changes in the variables’ unit of measurement, we can
construct relative (e.g. Foster and Wolfson, 2010, Wang and Tsui, 2000), absolute (e.g.
Bossert and Schworm, 2008), intermediate (e.g. Chakravarty and D’Ambrosio, 2010), or
simply unit-consistent indices (e.g. Lasso de la Vega, Urrutia, and Diez, 2010). In this
note we focus on relative, scale-invariant bipolarisation indices,1 which feature the pop-
ular Foster-Wolfson index, but the problems we identify also crop up among non-relative
alternatives. Within this group of relative indices we can identify further sub-categories
defined by how the indices are constructed and their satisfaction of desirable properties,
or lack thereof. One main distinction relates to whether the index uses the median in
its computation or not. Thus, we have relative median-dependent and relative median-
independent indices. Examples of the former are the classes PN2 and PN4 of relative indices
proposed by Wang and Tsui (2000), which include the famous Foster-Wolfson index (Foster
and Wolfson, 2010) as a special case. Examples of median-independent indices include the
PN1 class proposed by Wang and Tsui (2000) and the generalized-mean indices of Kosny
and Yalonetzky (2016).

The main purpose of this note is to show that the use of the median in the design and
computation of relative bipolarisation indices is both unnecessary and problematic. It is
unnecessary because we can rely on existing well-behaved, median-independent indices.
It is problematic because, as the note shows, median-dependent indices violate the ba-
sic transfer axioms of bipolarisation (defining spread and clustering properties), except
when the median is unaffected by the transfers. The convenience of discarding the median
from index computations is further illustrated with the proposal of a corrected, median-
independent version of the Foster-Wolfson index which always fulfills the basic transfer
axioms.

The rest of the note proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides the notation and the defini-
tion of the main relative bipolarisation axioms. Section 3 explains how and why median-
dependent indices of relative bipolarisation are problematic due to their inability to satisfy
the transfer axioms whenever the median is altered. Section 4 provides a simple numerical
illustration of the problem posed by median-dependent indices, and proposes a correction

1Their values remain unchanged when the unit of measurement is multiplied by a positive scalar.
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of the Foster-Wolfson index that renders it in fulfillment of the transfer axioms. Section 6
offers some concluding remarks.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

Let yi ⩾ 0 denote the income of individual i. Y is the income distribution with mean µY > 0,
median mY > 0, and size N ⩾ 4.2 If N is even, then we divide Y into two equally sized
halves, each with a size n = N

2 . Otherwise, if N is odd, we include and repeat the median
observation on both equally sized halves, each with a size: n = N

2 +1. Individuals are ranked
in ascending order within each half so that, for example, yL1 is the poorest individual in the
lower-half set L and yHn is the richest individual in the higher-half set H. The means of
the lower and higher half are µLY are µHY , respectively. The distributions of the lower and
higher half are YL and YH , respectively.

We further define a bipolarisation index I ∶ Y → R+. We also require a definition of
a rank-preserving Pigou-Dalton transfer, involving incomes yi < yj and a positive amount
δ > 0 such that: yi + δ ⩽ yj − δ. And a definition of regressive transfer in the opposite
direction, i.e. with yi − δ and yj + δ.

Finally, we will be referring to the Gini coefficient of Y , G(Y ); and, following Lam-
bert and Aronson (1993), define the between-group Gini coefficient, GB(Y ), as well as the
within-group Gini coefficient, GW (Y ), for the situation in which the groups are the two
non-overlapping equally sized halves:

GB(Y ) ≡ µHY − µLY
4µY

; (1)

and:

GW (Y ) ≡ 1
4
[µLY
µY

G(YL) + µHY
µY

G(YH)]. (2)

2.2 Some desirable properties for a relative bipolarization index

Just like their inequality counterparts, bipolarisation indices are expected to satisfy ax-
ioms of symmetry and population replication. Some minimum normalisation is also ex-
pected, chiefly that the bipolarisation indices attain their minimum value (usually 0) only
in the presence of perfectly egalitarian distributions. More narrowly, relative bipolarisa-
tion indices are also expected to fulfill an axiom of scale invariance imposing index insen-
sitivity to any change in the unit of measurement through scalar multiplication.

Here we focus on defining the two key transfer axioms, whose violation among median-
dependent indices is this note’s main concern. Perhaps implicitly aware of this problem,

2For the measurement of bipolarisation, ideally we would like to have at least two people on each half of
the distribution.
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Wang and Tsui (e.g. 2000, p. 356) proposed a stringent version of the transfer axioms re-
quiring the median of the distribution undergoing the transfer to remain unchanged. This
is an impractical restriction given that, in empirical applications, only by a fluke would we
be comparing distributions of continuous variables with exactly the same median. Hence,
here we follow Bossert and Schworm (2008) and do not impose such requirement of median
invariance when defining the transfer axioms:

Axiom 1. Spread-increasing transfer (SI): I(X) > I(Y ) if X is obtained from Y through a
regressive transfer involving yLi and yHj .

In other words, the transfer in (SI) involves pairs of incomes from different halves. The
next axiom involves pairs of income from the same half:

Axiom 2. Clustering-increasing transfer (CI): I(X) > I(Y ) if X is obtained from Y by a
Pigou-Dalton transfer, involving either the pair yLi and yLj , or the pair yHi and yHj .

3 Existing relative bipolarisation indices and the problem
of median-dependency

As mentioned above, relative bipolarisation indices can be classified into those which are
functions of the median and those which are not. In this section we show that median-
based indices violate axioms (SI) and (CI). Therefore they are not really suitable for rel-
ative bipolarisation measurement. Median-based indices come in different functional
shapes.3 Therefore we will show their violation of the transfer axioms by looking into
each specific class of existing median-dependent indices separately. We also provide a
numerical illustration in the next section.

To the best of our knowledge, the existing median-independent relative bipolarisation
indices comprise, firstly, a class of rank-dependent indices (Wang and Tsui, 2000):

PN2 (Y ) ≡ ∑ni=1 aiyLi +∑nj=1 bjyHj
mY

, (3)

with restrictions on the coefficients ai and bj given by proposition 3 of Wang and Tsui
(2000, p. 356). A famous member of PN2 (Y ) is the Foster-Wolfson index: FW ≡ [GB(Y ) −
GW (Y )] µYmY . Secondly, there is the class of rank-independent indices also proposed by
Wang and Tsui (2000):

PN4 (Y ) ≡ 1
N

N∑
i=1ψ(∣

yi −mY

mY
∣), (4)

with ψ() being a continuous, "strictly increasing and strictly concave" (Wang and Tsui,
2000, p. 359) function mapping from the non-negative segment of the real line.

Now we present our result stating that the existing classes of median-dependent in-
dices, i.e. PN2 (Y ) and PN4 (Y ), violate the key transfer axioms. Even though the result

3By contrast, the median-independent indices are all functional forms consistent with Theorem 3 of Bossert
and Schworm (2008).
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does not cover every conceivable median-dependent index, it does question the likelihood
of ever finding suitable median-dependent indices of relative bipolarisation. Moreover, the
result can be easily extended to show that the median-dependent relative bipolarisation
curves, proposed by Foster and Wolfson (2010) in order to test for robust orderings, also
violate the transfer axioms.

Proposition 1. The existing median-dependent classes of relative bipolarisation indices,
i.e. PN2 (Y ) and PN4 (Y ), violate the key transfer axioms (SI) and (CI).

Proof. See Appendix. ∎
4 Numerical illustration and correction of the Foster-Wolfson

index

As shown by proposition 1, proposed median-dependent indices, including the popular
Foster-Wolfson index, are actually unsuitable for relative bipolarisation measurement.
One way out of this problem is simply to use readily available median-independent in-
dices of relative bipolarisation (e.g. the PN1 class proposed by Wang and Tsui (2000), or
the generalized-mean indices of Kosny and Yalonetzky (2016)). This section shows that
an alternative, or complementary, option is to correct the Foster-Wolfson index, FW , de-
fined above. As mentioned above, FW is a function of the mean-to-median ratio, hence
median-dependent. However, this dependence is both unnecessary and problematic. Prob-
lematic because of proposition 1 and unnecessary because a corrected version which does
not rely on the mean-to-median ratio actually fulfills axioms (SI) and (CI) in addition to
all the other desirable axioms of relative bipolarisation (symmetry, population principle,
scale invariance, and normalisation). The corrected version is:

FWind(Y ) ≡ 2[GB(Y ) −GW (Y )] (5)

The straightforward proof that FWind satisfies the key transfer axioms in addition to
other desirable axioms of relative bipolarisation is left to the reader (or available from the
author upon request).

Now Table 1 provides a numerical illustration of the unsuitability of existing median-
dependent indices alongside the good behaviour of FWind and another median-independent
index (a member from the PN1 (X) class (Wang and Tsui, 2000, p. 356)). The table features
three distributions (A, B, and C) each with N = 10. Distribution B was obtained from
A through two Pigou-Dalton transfers involving the fifth richest person (with an initial
income of 8) and two people from the bottom half with initial incomes of 3 and 1. After
the transfer the three are left with incomes of 6, 4, and 2 respectively. Naturally the mean
does not change, but the median decreases from 6 to 5. Since both transfers take place
across the median then any index fulfilling axiom (SI) should yield a lower value for B
vis-a-vis A. Meanwhile, distribution C was also obtained from A but this time using only
one Pigou-Dalton transfer involving the fourth and the fifth richest people (with initial
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Table 1: Suitability and unsuitability of some proposed relative bipolarisation indices: A
numerical illustration

Distributions A B C
100 100 100
50 50 50
45 45 45
33 33 31
8 6 10
4 4 4
3 4 3
1 2 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

Mean 24.4 24.4 24.4
Median 6 5 7

FW 1.193333 1.264 1.0285
FWind 0.586885 0.562295 0.590164
I1,0.5 1.611164 1.667 1.529606
WT 0.666667 0.648148 0.669492

incomes of 33 and 8). After the transfer the two are left with incomes of 31 and 10, re-
spectively. Again, the mean does not change, but the median rises from 6 to 7. Since the
transfers take place on one side of the median then any index fulfilling axiom (CI) should
yield a higher value for C vis-a-vis A.

Table 1 then shows the values of relative bipolarisation indices for the three distri-
butions. First we show the Foster-Wolfson index (FW ). It ranks B higher than A and C

lower than A: Exactly the opposite of what would be expected should the index satisfy both
transfer axioms. Then we show our correction of the Foster-Wolfson index (FWind), which
ranks the three distribution in accordance with the transfer axioms. Then we compute
Iθ,r with θ = 1 and r = 0.5, a member of the class PN4 (Y ) (Wang and Tsui, 2000), defined
in the Appendix. Again, being median-dependent, it fails to rank the distributions consis-
tently with the transfer axioms, as anticipated by proposition 1. Finally, we compute WT ,
a member of the median-independent class PN2 (Y ) (Wang and Tsui, 2000) defined in the
Appendix. This index also behaves consistently with the two transfer axioms.

5 Conclusion

This note showed how the median is both unnecessary and problematic in the construction
of sound indices of relative bipolarisation. This problem stems from the indices’ reliance
on percentile functions which, in turn, depend on a subset of the distribution. Hence the
problem could also emerge in bipolarisation assessments based on uneven partitions of the
distribution, i.e. relying on other quantiles, besides the median (see Bossert and Schworm,
2008, Kosny and Yalonetzky, 2016, for a discussion of these options).

Here we should also stress that, while certainly necessary, median independence is
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not a sufficient requirement for well-behaved indices. For example, the index proposed by
Deutsch, Silber, and Hanoka (2007), D ≡ GB(Y )−GW (Y )

G(Y ) , is median-independent but violates
the axiom (SI), unfortunately.

We note that most existing well-behaved, median-independent, relative bipolarisation
indices tend to be rank-dependent. Hence, for the sake of easier computation, the effort
to devise rank-independent, median-independent indices may be worthwhile. Kosny and
Yalonetzky (2016) have already provided a promising route in that direction, using differ-
ences of generalised means.

Finally, the findings of this paper in relation to the unsuitability of the median can,
and should, be applied to the construction of better non-relative bipolarisation indices.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Definitions of some relative bipolarisation indices used in the nu-
merical illustration

Definition of Iθ,r:

Iθ,r ≡ θ

N

N∑
i=1 ∣

yi −mY

mY
∣r (6)

Definition of WT :

WT ≡ n∑
j=1

[n + 1 − j]
µY n[n + 1]yHj − n∑

j=1
[n + 1 − j]
µY n[n + 1]yLn+1−j (7)

7.2 Proof of proposition 1

Proof. Violation of axiom (SI) by PN2 (Y ): Consider a Pigou-Dalton transfer of an amount
δ > 0 involving yL1 and yH1 which does not change any rank in the distribution. Then we
have the following new value of PN2 (Y ) ∶ 1

mY − δ2 [∑ni=2 aiyLi +a1(yLn +δ)+∑ni=2 biyHi +b1(yH1 −δ)].
The denominator is also affected because N is even, therefore the median depends on yH1 .
The change due to the transfer is equal to:

∂PN2 (Y )
∂δ

= 1
mY

[a1 − b1 + PN2 (Y )
2

] (8)

From Wang and Tsui (2000, proposition 3), we know that a1− b1 is negative, but PN2 (Y )
is positive. Hence the sign of ∂PN2 (Y )

∂δ is a priori ambiguous. In fact, it is easy to find distri-

butions (e.g. with relatively high values of yH1 and low values of yL1 ) such that: ∂PN2 (Y )
∂δ > 0,

i.e. in contradiction with (SI).
Violation of axiom (CI) by PN2 (Y ): Consider a Pigou-Dalton transfer of an amount δ > 0

involving yH1 and yH2 which does not change any rank. Then we have the following new
value of PN2 (Y ) ∶ 1

mY + δ2 [∑ni=1 aiyLi +∑ni>2 biyHi +b1(yH1 +δ)+b2(yH2 −δ)]. Again, the denominator

is also affected. The change due to the transfer is equal to:

∂PN2 (Y )
∂δ

= 1
mY

[b1 − b2 − PN2 (Y )
2

] (9)

From Wang and Tsui (2000, proposition 3), we know that b1−b2 is positive, but −PN2 (Y )
is negative. Hence the sign of ∂P

N
2 (Y )
∂δ is a priori ambiguous. In fact, it is easy to find distri-

butions (e.g. with relatively high values of yH1 ) such that: ∂PN2 (Y )
∂δ < 0, i.e. in contradiction

with (CI).
Violation of axiom (SI) by PN4 (Y ): Consider a Pigou-Dalton transfer of an amount δ > 0

involving yLj and yH1 which does not change any rank. Then we have the following new

value of NPN4 (Y ) ∶ ∑ni≠j ψ(∣ yLi
mY − δ2 − 1∣) + ∑ni>1ψ(∣ yHi

mY − δ2 − 1∣) + ψ(∣ yLj +δ
mY − δ2 − 1∣) + ψ(∣ yH1 +δ

mY − δ2 − 1∣).
The denominator is also affected since the median depends on yH1 . The change due to the
transfer is equal to:
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∂NPN4 (Y )
∂δ

= −1
2

n∑
i≠j ψ

′(∣ yLi
mY

− 1∣) yLi(mY )2
(10)

+1
2

n∑
i>1ψ

′(∣ yHi
mY

− 1∣) yHi(mY )2

−ψ′(∣ yLj
mY

− 1∣)mY + 1
2y

L
j(mY )2
+ ψ′(∣ yH1

mY
− 1∣) 1

2y
H
1 −mY(mY )2

where ψ′ ≡ ∂ψ(x)
∂x > 0, and ψ′′ ≡ ∂2ψ(x)(∂x)2 < 0.

Now note the signs of the right-hand side elements: The first one is negative, the
second one is positive, the third one is negative, and finally the fourth one is negative
because mY = 1

2y
H
1 + 1

2y
L
n . Clearly we can render ∂NPN4 (Y )

∂δ > 0 by "choosing" a distribution
Y with relatively high values for yHi ∀i = 2,3, ..., n, in order to enhance the second, positive
element. Then the class PN4 (Y ) violates (SI).

Violation of axiom (CI) by PN4 (Y ): Consider again a Pigou-Dalton transfer of an amount
δ > 0 involving yH1 and yH2 which does not change any rank. Then we have the following
new value of NPN4 (Y ) ∶ ∑ni=1ψ(∣ yLi

mY + δ2 −1∣)+∑ni>2ψ(∣ yHi
mY + δ2 −1∣)+ψ(∣ yH1 +δ

mY + δ2 −1∣)+ψ(∣ yH2 −δ
mY + δ2 −1∣).

The denominator is also affected since the median depends on yH1 . The change due to the
transfer is equal to:

∂NPN4 (Y )
∂δ

= 1
2

n∑
i=1ψ

′(∣ yLi
mY

− 1∣) yLi(mY )2
(11)

−1
2

n∑
i>2ψ

′(∣ yHi
mY

− 1∣) yHi(mY )2

+ψ′(∣ yH1
mY

− 1∣)mY − 1
2y

H
1(mY )2
+ ψ′(∣ yH2

mY
− 1∣)−1

2y
H
2 −mY(mY )2

Now note again the signs of the right-hand side elements: The first one is positive, the
second one is negative, the third one is positive because mY = 1

2y
H
1 + 1

2y
L
n , and finally the

fourth one is negative. Clearly we can render ∂NPN4 (Y )
∂δ < 0 by "choosing" a distribution Y

with relatively high values for yHi ∀i = 2,3, ..., n, in order to enhance the second and fourth,
negative elements. Then the class PN4 (Y ) violates (CI). ∎
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